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Abstract
This paper explores the potential usefulness of social networking site technology (SNS) to fostering the formation of global virtual teams. This paper introduces the idea of how Virtual Organization Breeding Environments (VBEs) with rich SNS infrastructure could potentially facilitate the development of Virtual Organizations (VOs). Through this conceptual framework, I hypothesize that SNS may positively affect the development of global virtual teams through SNS-enabled VBEs. I conducted a pilot study of Google Wave and found it unsuitable to meaningfully answer the research questions I posed. The key purpose of this paper is not to present any substantive empirical findings from this work on Google Wave, but rather to advance the study of SNS and global virtual teams by reviewing relevant literature and sharing our thoughts on how to pick suitable case studies to evaluate if and how SNS may be valuable to the success of global virtual teams.

1. Introduction
The formation of virtual organizations (VOs), a temporary coalition of geographically dispersed individuals formed to achieve a common goal or task [1], is usually dependent on Internet-based communicative tools. As Collins [2] highlights, VOs have experienced an exponential growth in the last decade as government, educational institutions, and industry have found they are flexible, cost effective, efficient, and not geographically constrained. Virtual Organization Breeding Environments (VBEs), virtual spaces which are responsible for encouraging the formation of VOs have a longer-term focus in which members can develop rapport and a community ethos which seeks to help other members can also emerge. VBEs often do not use social networking site technology (SNS), cyberinfrastructure which in theory could promote VO development. Web applications involving interactive and user-generated dynamic content have become ubiquitous (the publicly accessible social networking site Facebook is over seven years old and has over 600 million users) and can offer tools which facilitate the convergence of communicative technologies. This paper explores questions around the use of SNS in VBEs and to highlight the potential of SNS to foster trust and social cohesion between potential global virtual team members. The paper expands from my exploratory pilot study which examined Google Wave as a potential incubator of global virtual teams. The paper’s purpose is not to share detailed empirical results from the pilot study of Google Wave. Rather, this paper will glean selected insights from this study for the explicit purpose of sharing observations on what characteristics one should look for when evaluating potential case studies to test hypotheses on the relevance of SNS to global virtual teams. My current project on SNS and life science VBEs was developed from lessons learned exploring Google Wave.

This paper explores the question of whether SNS can facilitate the work of VBEs and, ultimately, of global virtual teams (which we see as one type of VO). Although VOs benefit from not being confined geographically, they are limited by barriers to social interaction among team members. As Bavec [3] and Handy [4] have shown, meaningful social contacts foster trust, a critical element to developing collaborative work among dispersed individuals and to promoting cutting edge knowledge generation. The central purposes of this paper are to (1) introduce literature in this field, (2) posit questions to help guide researchers in their evaluation of whether SNS can meaningfully facilitate social interactions among individuals in VBEs, thereby building trust and cohesion before a VO is ever formed, and (3) provide a set of characteristics researchers should take into account when selecting case studies in this field.

2. Background Overview
2.1 What is a VO?

---
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Virtual organizations are organizations/enterprises not tied to a singular physical locality (i.e. a specific lab or work place), and are a product of changes in global economic, social, and political systems. A useful working definition of VOs is provided by Travica [5] who views them as manifesting themselves as a ‘collection of geographically dispersed individuals, groups, organizational units - either belonging or not belonging to the same organization - or entire organizations that depend on electronic links in order to complete the production process.’ Travica’s definition highlights several key features of VOs, especially their deterritorialization and dependency on electronic technology. These elements continue to distinguish VOs from more ‘traditional’ organizations. During the early 1990s, emergent literature on VOs such as that by Travica and others sought to map out the changing terrain of organizations. For example, Bleecker [6] highlights the rise of the ‘Road warrior’, a mobile worker who utilizes new communication technologies to break the limitations of traditional geographically-bound organizations. For Bleecker [6], the strength of virtual organizations and virtual enterprising is the possibility ‘to draw upon vital resources as needed, regardless of where they are physically’. As he observes, ‘the “office” is where the worker is – not the other way around’.

Mowshowitz [7] argues that virtual organizations can be understood by examining their concomitant parts of virtual memory, virtual reality, virtual classrooms, virtual teams, and virtual offices. A key focus of Mowshowitz’s work was to demonstrate the increased flexibility and responsiveness of virtual organizations which stemmed from improved resource utilization. He offers the example of a hypothetical virtual organization, whose function is to ship products sold through a catalog. Mowshowitz argues that such a VO gains in efficiency through computer technology which facilitates dynamic and seamless switching (e.g. if a product’s shipping method needs to be changed from UPS to Airborne Express); a VO is much more efficient (and less costly) to accomplish this task than a traditional organization.

The work of Travica, Bleecker, and Mowshowitz, though useful in defining elements of VOs and mapping their history, does not offer a general articulation of what constitutes a virtual organization. Indeed, VOs are conceptualized differently in different contexts. One clear example of VOs is in grid computing, the sharing of computing resources from multiple institutions to perform specific tasks. In this iteration, individuals and institutions associated with the relevant computing resources ‘join together to form new VOs in order to effectively execute tasks within given time steps’ [8]. Here, a VO is a temporary combination of individuals and institutional computing resources connected virtually to perform a specific task in a given time. The VOs form, disband, and re-configure as required for the task.

2.2 What is a VBE?

VOs need a fertile environment in which to be born. If VOs are task- or goal- oriented, they need a wrapper community which serves as an anchor point for the potential team members to establish connections and to build a robust virtual organization that can be sustained for the length necessary to accomplish the task or solve the problem. In the case of grid computing, central gateways track supercomputing cycles and provide a clearing point for new VOs to form to complete specific tasks. Because the resources are human in the case of global virtual teams, an automated or semi-automated gateway is not enough. Virtual Organization Breeding Environments (VBEs) offer a way to create a long-term anchor point for virtually interacting to form meaningful virtual organizations.

VBEs are platforms/spaces which facilitate the creation of virtual organizations. They serve as a stable ‘base’ with a common environment for communication, an interoperable infrastructure of tools, and common goals among members. Their prime purpose is to provide a virtual space where members can interact, network, and build trust. A prominent example is ECOLEAD, a European Commission funded VBE which sought to provide a long-term Virtual Breeding Environment with infrastructure drawn from multiple organizations which could support a variety of industries spanning mining to motorsports [9]. The VBE literature [10-12] demonstrates that they are an effective environment for the creation of VOs. A key function is for them to serve as a long-term association or community of individuals with varying expertise and common interests, while the VOs born from VBEs tend to be ‘a short-term association with a specific goal’ [13]. Because VBEs have a longer-term focus, members can develop rapport and a community ethos which seeks to help other members can also emerge.

Current VBE cyberinfrastructures are disproportionately focused on the technical aspects of the VBE (e.g. matching technical competencies) and
Some aspects of SNS are the result of first-generation collaborative Internet technologies. For example, the ‘wall’ discussion board section of many SNS such as Facebook are the byproduct of listserv e-mail lists, message boards, and early virtual communities such as The WELL. These early communicative technologies fostered trust and enabled regular users to build reputations within the user community [21]. One major difference between SNS and these earlier technologies is that SNS is built upon the convergence of new Internet applications (e.g. digital video, digital images, and other dynamic user-generated content). Another difference is that unlike their predecessors, SNS leverage a formalized social network, where one maintains a constellation of ‘friends’ (some interlinked and others existing as islands) rather than the more loose and flat configuration of e-mail lists. Furthermore, SNS use ‘profile’ pages to map out a user’s educational background, professional status, and social interests amongst other things. Profile pages can also integrate reputation systems, where members are rated based on reviews and contributions. In the context of this paper, VBEs using SNS usually implement profile pages (with the ability to post autobiographical information), forums, and shared ‘work’ spaces. SNS in VBEs may have the potential to support aspects of VBEs and VOs. Specifically, reputation systems found in SNS cyberinfrastructure could be perceived by users as fostering trust. Similarly, the regular posting of autobiographical material could be perceived by users as fostering social cohesion in VBEs and VOs.

2.4 What potential use do SNS have for VBEs?

One of the potential limitations of VBEs as opposed to physical organizations is limited social interaction among participants, an aspect especially studied in the telecommuting literature [22]. As Oshri, et al. [23] argue, this lack of face-to-face interaction can seriously impede the development of shared norms, attitudes, and behaviors - critical factors to a healthy VBE. From a sociological perspective, sharing social experiences, exchanging social information, and representing oneself through meaningful and renewed networked social interactions [24] builds communal cohesion [25]. SNS has the capacity in theory to permit members of a virtual group to share experiences, exchange information, and present themselves in real-time [26], and thus to be able to form socially cohesive interpersonal networks. The question is whether SNS
technology can be implemented to foster earnest and sustained socially networked interactions? There is some evidence that highly skilled scientists can use SNS to collaborate globally in knowledge sharing and scientific discovery (see Fig. 1 for an example of SNS being used in life science research).

Figure 1. A discussion feed from 'The Life Scientists' on the SNS FriendFeed

For example, research by a team at Harvard Medical School [27] applied SNS technologies to the life sciences and developed Cellucidate, an application which provides a web-based interface for modeling and simulating complex cell signaling systems. Several researchers from different institutions can use the web interface to collaborate on developing a single scientific model. Indeed, Fontana, a member of the research team who was involved with Cellucidate, makes the comparison to SNS himself, referring to his wish for the application to become the 'Facebook of proteins' [cited in 28]. The metaphor of Facebook here is that Cellucidate, like Facebook, would provide a shared area of discussion among social networks of collaborators. In Cellucidate’s case, the idea is that this online space of discussion and interaction will foster the development of ‘consensus views’ [cited in 28] of protein systems.

3. Was Google Wave a VBE capable of breeding global virtual teams?

Google Wave, a legacy collaboration tool designed by Google, was introduced for the purpose of facilitating global collaboration across a variety of topics. Each group was termed a ‘Wave’ and could be public or access restricted (see Fig. 2 for a sample list of public Waves). In an exploratory pilot study, relationships between participants in the Waves were coded. Participants of each Wave were coded as a cluster so that comparative statistical analysis could be done between participants of multiple Waves. Data was exported and analyzed in Pajek, a Social Network Analysis software package.

Technologies including Google Wave have the potential to facilitate the emergence of virtual organizations. My study found that some Waves within Google Wave can be conceived as VOs with individuals who emerge as leaders through the moderation of discussion threads as well as commenting and steering sub-discussions (See Fig. 3,4 for illustrations). Ultimately, however, it was not found to be analytically meaningful to conceive of Waves as VOs.

The study considers an active Google Wave as a network of actors [29]. Using Waves which are publicly accessible (searched by using ‘with:public’), this study used Social Network Analysis [30] to chart the relationship of actors within each Google Wave. Using measures of the centrality of actors to the network and the density of their interactions, public Waves were studied to address three key research questions: 1) whether the Waves tend towards cohesiveness or not 2) if leaders emerge in these Waves (and are they Wave creators) who help promote cohesiveness or whether cohesiveness emerges from a less hierarchical social network and 3) the influence of peripheral actors on the network. This study used three-dimensional network visualizations to gain a bird’s eye view of Waves as networks (See Fig. 4) in order to perform targeted statistical analysis (including correlations which examine whether being a leader in one Wave increases one's likelihood to lead another).

Figure 2. Public Waves on Google Wave

Particularly important to the study was the examination of correlations of various clusters of users within Waves to help answer our study’s research questions. Network maps (see Fig. 3) for selected Waves were generated using Pajek. The aggregate data set and Wave visualizations were
studied to answer the project’s three research questions (as outlined above). Visualization viewed through the Kinemages format was used to ‘spin’ networks of the Waves and to confirm the validity of statistical conclusions by examining them for density, cohesion, and the emergence of leaders (see Fig. 4).

Visualization viewed through the Kinemages format was used to ‘spin’ networks of the Waves and to confirm the validity of statistical conclusions by examining them for density, cohesion, and the emergence of leaders (see Fig. 4).

Figure 3. ‘Uses of Google Wave in the classroom’ Wave produced by Author

Figure 4. Zoom to leaders of ‘Using Google Wave in the Classroom’ Wave

By exploring public waves with participant relationships through network visualizations, I found that I was able to map which individuals emerge as having ‘influence’ within each Wave. However, this did not, in itself, confirm that SNS has utility to promote trust and cohesion in VOs. In 2010, Google shut down Google Wave due to perceived low user uptake [31]. Though not apparently closed for reasons to do with its shortcomings as an incubator of VOs, the pilot study revealed that though some Waves can theoretically be conceptualized as VOs, it is not analytically meaningful to do so. Furthermore, Google Wave itself cannot be conceptualized as a VBE given, amongst other things, that it lacked a stable social networking infrastructure to support successful interactions to breed VOs. Ultimately, Google Wave was an ill-suited case study for the research questions posed. However, the upside is that the study provides important insights on developing the field of study of SNS and VBEs.

Google’s new platform, Google+, may have resolved some of the shortcomings of Google Wave by incorporating a longer-term SNS infrastructure with profiles, ‘Circles’ (temporary or longer-term associations of people), and focused collaborative innovation tools (e.g. ‘Hangout’, a video-based meeting space). Future research which explores global virtual teams on Google+ to answer the research questions posed would be useful to advancing the field. Ultimately, the benefit of this pilot project, despite its shortcomings, is that it has provided me with a clearer idea of how better to evaluate choosing case studies to test the posed hypotheses. In section 4 below, I provide a set of characteristics – a sort of rudimentary framework - for evaluating case study selection. Its development has led to my current work which studies SNS within two life science VBEs.

4. Towards a Framework for Choosing Case Studies to evaluate SNS within Global Virtual Teams

4.1 Look for case studies which have SNS which can foster reciprocal communication

Virtual organizations are, by design, highly rational organizations. This rationality can help or hinder knowledge generation, depending on organizational structure, management techniques, and social relationships among other things. As Weber [32] has argued, rationalization brought ‘the depersonalization of social relationships’ and, as VOs become more and more rationalized through their reliance on information and communication technologies (ICTs), the clear danger is a further depersonalization. Wilson [33] found, contra literature which often discusses the high efficiencies of virtual organizations [e.g. 7, 34], that VOs can erode true participation due to the over-formalization
of social relationships mediated through ICTs. Hughes et al. [35] add that virtual organizations often slip into a “buck passing” culture in which reciprocal communication which crosses the ‘organisational divide’ does not emerge. However, Axelrod’s [36] prominent work on game theory and cooperation concludes differently. He argues that cooperation is best served when individuals feel that their contributions are rationally reciprocated: ‘a single individual who offers cooperation cannot prosper unless others are around who will reciprocate’ [37]. Furthermore, he adds that ‘different kinds of social structure affect the way cooperation can develop’ [37]. For him, a key aspect of this is the development and maintenance of reputation. Livingstone [38] demonstrates that SNS has facilitated reciprocity and reputation building and maintenance in diverse settings. The pilot study of Google Wave demonstrated major issues with facilitating reciprocity and reputation building, issues which Google+ may potentially have resolved. Therefore, the first indicator to look for in choosing an empirical case study to evaluate SNS and global virtual teams is the presence of socially oriented reputation building and reciprocal communication.

4.2 Look for case studies which have intuitive synchronous communicative tools

Like Ivanova and Alam [39], the pilot study quickly revealed that Google Wave had innovative tools for maintaining near synchronous collaboration. A key issue seen with Google Wave was that the geographic dispersal of potential team members necessitated effective synchronous communication tools within the platform itself, but many users reported that they had difficulty in understanding Google Wave’s purpose and its tools [40]. Geographic dispersal, for Hughes et al. [35], can impact communication adversely. Intuitively, the lack of ‘water cooler moments’ is perceived as limiting social interaction. Some scholars criticized virtual communities for their lack of direct social interactions [41, 42]. Bavec [43], for example, observes that virtual organizations have significantly reduced social interactions and the impact of this has often been underestimated. Bavec argues that virtual organizations are complex and this deficit in social interactions must be reflected in any theory (management or otherwise) of virtual organizations as sociotechnical systems. Wiesenfeld et al. [44] concur, arguing that virtual workers ‘are often separated from coworkers, supervisors, and other organization members, leading to feelings of isolation, greater need for self-organization, and sometimes greater stress.’ However, the virtual organizational structure does not need to inherently translate into reduced social interaction. Rather, as Wiesenfeld et al. [44] observe, this ‘isolation and dispersion necessitates new communication systems, information systems, and sometimes even organizational culture change’. In choosing a case study to evaluate research questions similar to the ones posed in this paper, choose platforms which not only have SNS technologies which may have the ability to answer Wiesenfeld et al.’s call through new modes of synchronous communication, but also ones which are intuitive. For example, SNS cyberinfrastructure in Google+ has intuitive synchronous communicative tools including video-based meeting spaces (i.e. Google’s ‘Hangout’) which could potentially ameliorate some of the limitations of the less intuitive collaboration tools in Google Wave.

4.3 Look for case studies which have SNS systems conducive to community building in diverse contexts

The various failures of Google Wave have been bountifully documented, ranging from people not altogether clear what the purpose of the platform was [45] to labeling it as one of Google’s ‘most prominent flops’ [46]. Though Google Wave had many highly innovative features [39, 47], one of the aspects the pilot study found hindered it from success in fostering global virtual teams was its difficulties in fostering a ‘community ethos’. Though patterns of leadership were observed, the levels of regular, close collaboration needed for being a collaboration platform for global virtual teams were not seen. When looking for case studies to think about SNS in global virtual teams, it is critical to think about how SNS may or may not foster a community ethos. When doing this, it is also important to take into account national and cultural differences. For example, Morán et al. [48] found particular forms of impromptu SNS best suited to use in a Mexican hospital and Takahashi [49] illustrates differences in Japanese culture which affect the ways in which Japanese SNS have been designed.

Any successful global virtual team needs to eclipse the social constraints posed by the fact that individuals cannot interact face-to-face. Face-to-face communication is clearly critical in ‘traditional’ organizations. Communication is also ‘embedded in social process’ [50]. Following this line, Martins et al. [17] argue that VOs and virtual communities ‘face
a more difficult challenge in attaining effective communication due to reduced social context cues. Much of this is due to the lack of spatial proximity and visual and audio clues. As Scott and Johnson [51] argue, traditional organizations can interact in ‘overlapping settings’, both at work as well as in community institutions and informal social settings. Though physical proximity can more easily foster rich chains of communication in the concomitant social networks, Scott and Johnson [51] ultimately conclude that ‘e-communities can provide venues for rich and sustaining personal communication’.

Bell [52] argued that our ‘post-industrial society […] is also a “communal” society in which the social unit is the community rather than the individual’. The shift in organizational culture from organizations as only physically bound to the rise of virtual organizations follows this communality. Starting from Bell’s work over 30 years ago, one can make the macro-sociological argument that if virtual organizations are to function as a cohesive social unit, they must have a ‘community’ ethos rather than function as atomized social units. Recent work suggests that this is true. For example, Blanchard and Marcus’ [53] work makes the distinction between ‘sense of community’ (SOC) from ‘sense of virtual community’ (SOVC). They conclude that the lack of physical interactions in virtual spaces leaves individuals unsure on how to establish individual identity and communal rapport. Their work illustrates how communication and community building are qualitatively different in virtual organizations, but ultimately suggests that VOs can foster a ‘community’ ethos, akin to physical organizations, through the ongoing exchange of support and a shared sense of trust. Conway and Crowther [54] argue that early cyberinfrastructure including web-based bulletin boards did not do this. Therefore, successful studies of SNS in global virtual teams need to evaluate whether, in the chosen case study, SNS cyberinfrastructure may be able to foster shared norms and practices which overcome spatial, temporal, and cultural separation - encouraging a perceived sociometric proximity.

4.4 Look for case studies which have SNS systems conducive to trust development

A significant shortcoming of the pilot Google Wave study was the lack of coherent trust structures within individual Waves. Furthermore, it was difficult to structure research questions which could meaningfully evaluate specific Google Wave SNS functions and their ability to breed trust, which is centrally important to the success of VBEs and VOs [4, 55] and, ultimately, global virtual teams. The VO literature has also begun to address this and has suggested that the communication of trustworthiness can be facilitated by ICT [56].

The SNS literature demonstrates that e-communities can facilitate extremely high levels of trust. For example, when a user logs onto Facebook, they are presented with a customized ‘news feed’, which aggregates information about all of one’s friends (e.g. social events they are attending, status updates, messages they have posted, and pictures they have uploaded). This news feed continually engages users and encourages them to increase their interactions with their friends (e.g. posting a quick message or looking at a friend’s photos). Cascio’s [57] study of 29 virtual teams concluded that the exchange of social messages is highly correlated with trust in these teams, an argument which lends to the potential of SNS cyberinfrastructure facilitating trust in VBEs and VOs.

Trust between individuals is traditionally conceptualized as a product of personal perceptions of a person’s past actions. In this model, trust is built over time, developing from shared experiences, repeated interactions, and shared social norms [58]. However, in temporary teams brought together for completing specific, directed tasks, team members most likely will not have met each other previously [59]. However, these groups can exhibit high levels of trust [60] despite having no prior trust ‘track record’ [61]. A useful model to understanding forms of trust in virtual temporary teams is ‘swift trust’, which is a form of trust conferred ex ante which ‘accounts for the unique form that trust assumes in temporary systems’ [59]. Following the model of swift trust, when choosing case studies, look for SNS that can foster individuals developing trust relationships ex ante. Having transparent and robust reputation systems can help enormously with this. Google Wave did not have reputation systems conducive to this type of trust (e.g. profiles or a point/rating system). Rather, the pilot study found that many Waves often lacked a regularity of updates, reciprocal exchange of social messages, and messages which are redolent of key trust factors such as ‘benevolence’ and ‘integrity’ (though we saw posts demonstrating ‘ability’) [58]. If further analysis was conducted, a lack of the development of ‘benevolence’, the ‘extent to which a trustee is believed to feel interpersonal care and concern […] to the trustor beyond an egocentric profit motive’ [62], would be anticipated.
5. Conclusions

The exploratory pilot study which examined Google Wave and its potential to facilitate successful global virtual teams found that individual actors can be identified as having influence within individual Waves, but the study found that the platform is lacking in terms of being able to meaningfully test posed hypotheses of whether SNS technology fosters global virtual teams. Specifically, Google Wave lacked intuitive tools which consistently fostered focused collaborative activities.

Though significant levels of cohesion in specific Waves were found, the shortcomings of the exploratory pilot study led to the conclusion that Google Wave was not a well-suited case study for the posed objectives. In choosing the case studies for my current work, I reflected upon those four observations, looking for global breeding environments that seemed to use SNS to foster reciprocal social communication (often on non-professional themes), which was hypothesized to lead to meaningful forms of trust (which was hypothesized as being able to foster the development of successful global virtual teams). Drawing a line from the exploratory work on Google Wave to my current research work on life science VBEs, I see SNS as potentially providing a key ingredient to facilitating modes of 'swift trust'. Global virtual teams can potentially develop trusting relationships based on the 'integrity' of SNS profiles ex ante and further develop this trust through benevolent interactions (mediated by SNS).

Ultimately, the most important conclusions of this study are the development of basic ideas and pointers on how to think about this important field and observations on how to choose case studies for future work on SNS and global virtual teams. The observations include considerations of the need for reciprocal communication, intuitive synchronous communication tools, SNS systems conducive to community building, and SNS systems conducive to trust development. There are a broad range of disciplines which rely on global virtual teams and are evaluating the utility of SNS cyberinfrastructure. Furthermore, outside academia, technologists in the private sector who develop or are involved with the design/implementation of SNS for global virtual teams would benefit from thinking through the four observations raised and literature reviewed. Given an increasing interest in integrating SNS cyberinfrastructure in global virtual teams, it is critical that we think about core questions and critical case study selection.
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